
The Hotplate designed to operate from an earthed domestic 220-
240 V~ power supply. It is important to read and follow the 
instructions in this booklet. Please keep this booklet for your 
referance

1. Turn the knob to the recommended position mark to achieve the desired

 temperature.

(The following informations is for reference only)

OPERATION

1  For simmering delicate foods, thickening sauces

2 For slow cooking

3 For simmering of large quantities

4 For shallow frying of meat and panning dishes

5 For rapid heating dishes and steaming5 For rapid heating dishes and steaming

6 For rapid boiling water and dishes

2. The indicate lamp of the Hotplate will go off when it reaches the selected

temperature and will cycle on and off to maintain the temperature.

3. When not in use, turnt the knob to the ''●'' position or remove the plug 

HP 1000 / HP 1500 from the socket to disconnect from the power outlet.

1. For household indoor use. 1. Always operate your Hotplate at the rated voltage and frequency

2. First check that the voltage marked on the Hotplate 2. The Hotplate is not intended for use by children or other persons without

corresponds with your power supply voltage. assistance or supervision if their pysical, sensory or mental capabilities

HP-1000 / HP-1500

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

(e.g. 220-240 V ~) prevent them from using it safety. Children should be supervised to ensure

3. The black protective coating has to be burnt in before that they do not play with the Hotplate.Never leave the Hotplate unattended 

the first time use. Simply turn it to the highest setting when in use.

for 3-5 minutes without any cooking utensils on it. 3. Locate the Hotplate at a steady platform. Keep away from any wooden 

It is important to ensure the room is well ventilated. furniture at least 20cm.Minimum 1cm free spaces above the hotplate(s)is a must.

4. For the highest efficient operation of the Hotplate, 4. Do not operate or place the Hotplate on or near any hot surfaces.g p p , p p p y

the cooking utensils used should have a flat base with 5 Do not touch the surface of the hotplate(s) and the metal surface when in

a similar diameter of the hotplate(s) operation as they get hot.

Cooking utensils with convex, convance or uneven base 6. If the surface is cracked, switch off the Hotplate to avoid the possibility of

should not be used electric shock.

7. The Hotplate must not be immersed.

8. The Hotplate is not intended to be operated by means of an external timer orp p y

seperate remote-control system.

9. Switch off and unplug from power outlet when not in use or before cleaning.

1. Before cleaning, ensure the plug is removed from the mains socket.

2. All the surfaces may be cleaned simply by wiping over with a soft, damp cloth.

Model Hotplate Power Voltage For hard stains, using a non-scratch cream cleaner is recommended.

MAINTENANCE

HP-1000 145 mm 1000W DO NOT USE HARSH ABRASIVE CLEANERS

HP-1500 180 mm 1500W 220-240 V ~ 3. In case of damage or the power cord is damaged, it must replaced by the

HP-2500 145mm+180 mm 1000W+1500W manufacturer, its service agent or similary qualified person in order to avoid a hazard


